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PROCEEDINGS.
ee

At a legal Town Meeting, duly notified and held at Claremont,

in the County of Sullivan, on Tuesday, the 10th day of March,
A. D. 1863, the following officers were chosen:
Moderator.
CHARLES M. BINGHAM.
|
ion Clerk.
THOMAS R. G OWDEY |
Aclecleiea!

)

Fence Viewers.
| William F. Jones,
Franklin Norton,
Leonard P, Fisher,

.

Hog Reeves,

WILLIAM E. TUTHERLY,

~ {Fredrick A. Briggs,

EDWIN W. TOLLES,

~ William N. Smith,’

STEPHEN F. ROSSITER.
.

Representatives.
EPI ERED

EDWARD W. WOODDELL,
ARNOLD BRIGGS,
WILLIAM P. AUSTIN.

—_| Fredrick Jones,

_.

Superintending School Committee.

WARREN F. EVANS.

Collector of Taxes,
DAYID F, TU'THERLY.

ete F.teTutherly,
Hoggett, —
David
Jonas White.

'

Russell Jarvis,

|'Thomas J. Harris,
Charles A. Fisher.

|

Pound Keeper.

Fredrick A. Henry.

Surveyors of Wood.»

Lown Treasurer,
CHARLES M. BINGHAM.

Horace A. Perry,

_

Mein Lect,

ROBERT F. LAWRENCE,

Constables,
Walter H. Smith,
Alfred Burrill,
Eee

—

~

ry

John W. Collins,
Matthew T. Town,

asta Wenigagett, ae
James P: Brewer,
Sumner Putnam,
Edward L. Goddard,
| Daniel Burbee.
Sealer of Weights and a: apa
Jonathan Miner.

' Sealer of Leather.

| Russell W. Farwell.

4
William P. Bartlett,
Solon C. Grannis,
Robert R. Bunnel,
Albert Rowell,
Nehemiah Wilson,

Highway Surveyors.
James P. Brewer,
Chester Benton,

Henry Patten,
Edward Ainsworth,
Oliver Mace,
Benjamin P Walker,
Laban Ainsworth,
Prescott Patnam,
Paschal Smith,
Aaron Brown,
William E. Tutherly,

-

“| John ‘Farrington,
Bradford Grimes,
George Bond,
John H. Lewis,
Patrick Lynch,
Henry C. Cowles,
Fredrick Clement.

James P. Upham,

Surveyor of Lumber.
William D, Morgan.

Jonathan Densmore,
Melvin Proctor,

George H. Phillips,

Auditors.
-|Lyman J. Brooks,

John Blodgett,
Levi R. Chase,

George Hunter,
Nahum Piper,
VOTES

Edward L. Goddard,
James Goodwin.
FOR

STATE

AND

For Governor,

Joseph A. Gilmore,
Tra A, Eastman,
Walter Harriman,
Parker Pillsbury,

APPOINTMENTS

Moses R. Emerson.
Assistant Engineers.
Benjamin P. Gilman,
Walter H. Smith, ~

25,

a

For Senator,

AmosF, Fiske,

1 Jonas Livingston,

—

569
206

Delivan D, Marsh,

James S. Cheney,
John Coughlin,
For Representative to Congress.
James W. Patterson,
aes
xi
William Burns,
197
For Councillor...
Charles H. Eastman;
558

For Chief Engineer.

OFFICERS..

Walter Charlton,

For Railroad Commisioner.
David H. Buffum,

Ansel Glover, «-

COUNTY

Farman F, Lane, ;

202
BY

cae

For Treasurer.
Langdon Healy,
603
Edmund Wheeler,
198
For Register of Deeds.
Henry D. Foster,
608
Daniel H. Adams,

198

For. County Commissioner.

William Clark,
Jonathan H. Dickey,
THE

SELECTMEN.

603
195
|

George H. Stowell,
Henry C. Cowles.
Overseer of the Poor.

William E. Tutherly.

;

5

Voted, To raise the amount required by law for the support of
Schools the present year,
_ Voted, To raise eighteen hundred dollars in labor for the repairs
of Highways and Bridges, reserving three hundred of the same for
repairs of Roads in the Winter.

Voted, That the School money be divided fifty dollars to each
District, and the remainder by the scholar.
Voted, To raise twenty-five hundred a for the Legal Expenses
of the town the present year.
Voted, To appropriate one hundred ae fifty dollars for Street
Lights,
Voted, To accept the report of the Superintending School
Committee.
Voted, To raise two thousand dollars to. pay the indebtedness of

the town.

:

_ Voted, That the Selectmen be authorized to borrow a. sum of
money on the credit of the town, not to exceed five thousand
dollars, as it may be needed to aid the families of resident
Volunteers.
Voted, To pay Firemen the same as last year.

Resolved, That the Selectmen pay David F. Tutherly, Collector
of Taxes, one hundred dollars for his services for collecting all the
Taxes of the town the current year.
Is it expedient to alter the Constitution? Yeas 7, Nays 56.
- Voted, That the Selectmen. be instructed to insert an Article in
the Warrant for the next town meeting, in respect to repairing the
Town House.
Voted, To appoint the three Selectmen a committee to designate
who are entitled to aid as families of Soldiers, under the law; and.

Sumner Putnam, Agent, to pay out monies as such aid without remuneration,

Financial Areport
FOR

THE YEAR

ENDING

MARCH 6, 1863:

The Awditors of the Town beg leave respectfully
to submit the following REPORT: TEE

|

The total valuation, including Polls, a8 assessed April, 1 1862,
is $ 2,000,000,00.
The rate of taxation the past year is 51 ets. on $ i 00 in
money, and 9} cts. in labor on highways.
The amount of Tares assessed, a follows, vis :—
For State Tax,
County Tax,
Schools,

7

Legal Expenses,
To pay Debt,
Add about 4 9-10 per cent.

5

1275 20
2253 89
8688 00

2000 00
500 00 |
481. 81
——_-——. 10 198 90
- School House Tax in District No. 17,
including Execution against said District, 10 77, cat 66
School House Tax in District No. 5,
_ School House Tax in District No. 13,

|

;

~ 20 35
157 02

REC El PTS,
Or. dinecxint paid into TiTreasury, year ending Marck 7, 1863:
Balance in the Treasury, March 7, 1862,
ae 93
Money borrowed of Sumner Putnam, April 2,
303 59
Money borrowed of Leonard Way, April 2,
Money borrowed of John Town, April 21,
Money borrowedof Richard Robinson, May 30,
T. B. Fletcher, for horse, June 6,
State Railroad Tax, 1857, June 21,
Literary Fund, June. 21,

Money borrowed of the Claremont Bank, July 7,

1000
1000
500
50
42
256

00
00
00
00
89
50

650 00

7
County, on Pauper account, Sept. 3, |’
Money borrowed of ‘Willian Clark, Sept 6,

38
00
00
00
50
00
48
55
61
MA
00
00

»

$ 20080 30

344
450
Mrs. Dan Rice, Circus License, Oct, 10,
30
Money borrowed of W. E. Tutherly, Nov. 3,
800
Money borrowed of Sullivan Savmgs Inst. , Dec. 8, 656
Money borrowed of George G. Clark, Feb. 6,
~ 425
County, on Pauper account, Feb 6,
274
Money of State, aiding Soldiers? families, Feb. 6, 4288
Collector’s bill of Taxes, for 1ep2, ,
8166
School Land Rents,
hiat
Guha,
Old Bridge Plank,
11
Money borrowed of ©. W. Carey March 6
500

DISBURSEMENTS,
Or amount paid out of Treasury :
~ For repairing Highways and aiinci
Schooling,
wae
|
Ringing Bells and Sextons’ services,
.
Support of Poor,
» Abatement of Taxes assessed in 1862,
Building School House in District No. 17, including
Execution of R. W. Farwell,
Building School House in District No 13,
Building School House in District No 5,

1239 82
8900 57
188 85

1092 16
114 5].
3
1291, 32
165 01
20 00

$ 7962 30 ~
|
Incidental Expenses.
P..&. Freeman, rent of Selectmen’s Room,
25 00 |
Reuben Petty GF. Whitcomb, re Troughs bd 89%
$ 3 00 each,
|
6 00.

William Clark, expenses to Concord,
William E. Morgan’ 8 bill of Costs—Tracy L. Hall

3 80

vs; John Smith,
«|
209 '.)
John Lovell, land damage,
3 50.
W.H. H. Allen’s bill surveying Town Line,
2 50
J. W. Sanborn, damages awarded by Referees,
75 00 .
A. ©. Dodge, wood for Town Hall,
8 Td
Claremont Gas Co.,
|
146 70
Referees in Sanborn’s case,
300
D. T. Chase, damages to horse on hiigras’
25 °00°
G. W. Merrifield,, Tax-books, Stationery, &e.i
8 50
W.. & T. N. Morse, repairs Stove at Town Hall, 10 63
T. Ethott, damages sustained on highway,
1 00

|

|

8

W. E. Tutherly, expenses at Concord, &¢.,
C. H. Eastman, services as Police Justice, 1861,
Wm. Clark’s expenses to Moultonborough,
Copies. of Records at Dover, .
—
L. B. Brown, table Town House,

14, 65
7 00:
10 01
9.40.
8 50

Claremont MPg. Co.., printing 800 Town Reports, 19 00.
‘¢

Blanks, 8, Fain

A as

Record Book for Engine No. 3,
Blank Book, 8. Putnam,

.

12 sheets paper for et

Warrants,

|

,

|
/

cr;

dona

T. R. Gowdy’s bill, Physicians Returns, &e.,
4 55.
Colby & Brooks, legal advice, wood and lights for
eal
office,
9 50
Jonas White, board of Prisoners,
2 00
Putnam & Kimball, Street Light,
1 18
Thos. R. Gowdy, balance of pay, Service as Town
Agent,
65 45
John 8. Walker, for printing,
5 75
Wm. Clark, for Government and Postage Stamps, 5 00 :
HK. W. Tolles, expenses to Concord and Windsor, . 5 91
490 67

Cash paid Sumner Putnam, as Agent for Soldiers’ Families.
March 17, 1862,
308 59] Oct. 7, 18623.
750 00
April 12,
750.00 |Nov. 6, . “
700 00
May 10,
a
600 00 |Dec. 8,
656 50
June 2,
sf
450 00} Jan. 6, 1868,
681 80
Sethe bp
8
650 00|Feb. 7,
“
585 00
Aug. 6,
y
550 00|March 7, “
582 96
Sept. 8°. & #
635 00
——
|
$7894 85
Bounties paid to Soldiers by Selectmen, agreeably to vote
of Town, passed Sept. 17, 1862.
George B. Rowell,
Chester Grinnell,
Levi Johnson,
R. M. Neal,
Artemus M. Lewis,
George A. N ewton,
Charles Carroll,
Sanford Colburn,
Tracy Li Hall,
Henry 8. Paull,
Henry Y. Freeman,

10000} John G. P. Putnam,
100 00
100 00| George H. Stowell,
100 00
100 00 |Leander Harriman,
100 00
10000| Levi Leet,»
100 00.
10000 |Frederick L: Barker,
100 00
100.00 |Patrick Hoban
100 00
100 00 |Oliver P. Gilingham,
100 00
100 00| Alexander Gardiner,
100.00
100 00 |Charles D. Robinson,
100.00
100 00 |Chester M. Sprague, oe
/
00
10000 |Martin V..B. Hurly, - 100 00

$2200 00
00

8)
Bounties''to Soldiers paid by Selectmen, agreebly to vote,
60 Li
passed Aug. 7, 1862. stosionii oil TE wl
George W. Currier, 50.00, hitler, Murphy, oor 150 00
George Li Wakefield,
50 00.) Harris’ Dorsett, . | +» boe'50-00
Samuel’C:-Towne,
50 00 |George W. Kenson,
50 00
Amos F. Bradfor
iD
Sloss.
50 00

Lorenzo M. Uphaee O Edy Gre
James P,Bascom,
Lyman N. Sargent,
Harvey H. Sargent,
Charles B. Marvin,
William D.‘Rice,
Charles B. Mann,

Nathan Harris,

Newell-T.. Dutton,

George W. seve
rohataar,

50
50
50
50
50
50

q

50 00

00 |John H. Ruggy scorn (0550.00
00 |Horace ‘Bolio,. vl oo 9150 00
00! Josiah S. Browny) ban) 950,00
00| Ralph N. Brown, foo»
50:00
00| William H. Hadley; |.50 00
00) John Bowler,
50 00

' 50 00} Daniel'S.\ Alexander,
50 00} Henry 8. Silsby,

50 00

50 00

ont. hire toricih

does of 0) 082

hal

wee
.

—— Imlotios does u : Tint Officers, » lotdw-

ne as follows ;

}

Dean, services as Selectman,

Pe,

» $1850°00
loddow

Mia.

odd %

ni

Renee

wie H. Smith, Services as Constable, .

«| | 50,00

Og “vip

“475

—

C..C. Church, Superintending Sqhoah Committee.
&
in ‘District No: 17, 1861
+ 6 00 !
T.R. Gowdy, services as Town Clerk,”:
a 047 60 —
Oe Bingham, s
C.
services as 'Town Heiser,
30 00 .
James Bradley, services as Collector, of Taxes,

~100 00 »

William Clark, services asiSelectman, 3)

0105 75 ©

William E. Tutherly, services as Selectman,
104 25 0)
Edwin E. Tolles
89 25
William Clark, services drawing orders, andws
ing Invoices,
eo ort
20000)
o>
C. C. Church, Sup. poses engene bal.by ote roqory to dark
of Town, ©
A100 Yo
sioqqia 10%,
AB! 50
Jonas White, vices as Constablap. *onttae) brotheQtODia
George HAbbott, services'as Constable,
© «1:nda DI08
A. DickiridonSérvices as Auditor, 1860, 1862,." «> 8 00.5
E. L. Goddard: services as Auditot, 1860, 1862, in600

dyGoodwin, services.
as Auditor, 1859, 60,665 $62). 15.00.
T Gale

Fire Department.

570 10

+ Bier aX ant)

ine-meén for'services in 1861» "5 | viene 96860" 000" fon’,
illiam otterathSteward’s bill,
Hoth & Ladder Co.,
ero

(qian ") QoBQeh
wat
40 00 -~

Wakefield Cook) Stewatd’s:bill/ rid ga ye feiT 166000
Button
& Blake; for Couplings,
120 75
Jd; E;Bowen, repairs on Hose,

Henry Fitch, cover of Hydrant,

oo ait

11 75

yrit19G16Z to Io

10
B. P. Gilman, putting on Ie typ hieq

ateiblofe@0ssitanot

For 11 Fire Buckets, teed
Oanad
M. R. Emerson, services as Chief Bia daheer,

S. 8S. Rand, and shay other eee
“PUBLIC.

t)e
) OE

11 00
oir) OW

SCHOOLS,

Amount of money raised by law,
9)
By vote of Town in addition, :
Ti
Literary fund from eye laine
Rent of School Lands,
00 0
Railroad Taxj)
mthin ¥
.
prreti | O0

7 i.CITT b

8188.00) os!
+ 800000 ca
1206 SO voexs
ti DB. OF salsa
0 1TA60 cag
QW

Deduct for uaeSchool
1 Commitee, 0
Ps i

wart)

blot RiOET #ear0at)
one 70
Ah rows

vol) 115,00

OG

Le bd vil , —_—_—-

|

$3900.57

Which is divided $50 00 to sal distrigt, par chee remainder

by the scholar—which gives about 2.513 to each oe —
. ‘ :

District,

1

gi!

No. Scholars.

278

44

8

i

Amt.

. District, . No.‘Sohelerhs ‘n't, rj
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TOWN FARM.

Cost of igiporting the Poor:
;
ah vin User
Am’t of property at Town Farm, March, 1862, 1896. ti Ow
Am’t due from County, for support of Poor,
42 5Oro'l Yo
Paid Bradford Grimes’ salary,
9)» - 280.00)7 «..0)
Selectmen to aid poor not.on farm,»
» 291/80) =)
Interest on valuation of farm,)) 5.
Yb
en
A
Wm Olark, Overseer of Poory:/. os voo! vison 2OO0t) 1
Of

oe B. Grimes; to aid poor not on farm,»496 Bfin

Cr.asfollows :

boot) L

3150 77

C ort

Am’t received for Gales Pauperss | nt rosivvedh® 8Gn-onbgatt

due from County,

T. B. Fletcher for Horse,

[lid ebiawei’ ,yo@Q08 conilliW

Paamne Property at Farm, _

') 60100

ene

Gt

i

Cost of supporting the poor,

8
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1863,2153 18. ood
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2869)
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1281

28
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LIQUOR. AGENT’S
REPORT,
FOR YEAR ENDING MARCH .p 1863.
Amount of Liquor on hand, March 1, 1863, at cost,
Amount of. Liquor on hand, Maxab, I,1862,
Os 87
Received from Town,» »
Ai FAyge yore!

daqny

wh HO relay

ey

CRs

Gasa

si

255 o7

AD (2d

seb
“apni!
Net gain to the Town, of
Amount ree’d for ne of Liquors and Casks,
from. March,,.1862,.to, March, 1863,

—

-

eae

wow

a¥¥
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wean vatafor Liquors,
sagan awe for ci ae “Re!

piace

At

rete
.

-

@”

snl.

hale

«hha

Hck

i

dit

952

60

“$297
Lee
vo 1064. 87

Amount received from Town, for balance. of |

| nd tow ong

so

ena

(

paeod

1130

12

ee} 1 aebd
250.00. .

pend

wu!

65.25

"

“LPABILITIES,

Amountdue from the Town for money borrowed, ..
Deduct am’t due from County on Pauper account, 47
Balance in the Treasury,
|
bh 864
Balance iin 8, ‘ana s hands, as Agent for |

.....11681.50
50
!
53 ’
t
Se
EE

ETA Aid,...

etts, ndi

heline

sli

qy wiles yaibliv

imei

Ei
Oa

Indebtedness of the Town, 6)

nae

tae

ifr

8

0

432

29

11949 25

Of this sum the Town have a claim upon the State, for about
$5800 00 for aid to the families of Volunteers, the nemainder was
paid, as follows : $3550 00 for bounties to Soldiers; 834 54 to
Soldiers’ families, not allowed by State; the balance for repairs

onbridges and interest on debts of Town. Meee

‘The Town having appropriated the duitacady Poidsnow Pamownt-

He,
wy
to tan7
19, and the proceeds of the School Lands, amounting

20 71,is justly ane for the ata interest, for the pur-

asofschooling... ......
@ Gee C 20lt matnnit
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The effective apparatus of the Fire pean

#

;

Lb

we

} mous

consists of two first-class Engines, and

one smaller one. ' A Hydrant located near Bailey’s ;Bloéh operated by the power ofthe
Monadnock Mills, and capable of supplying four lines of hose! with waters) oo yi oo0).
{We have 1100-feet. -good quality and 350 feet poorer quality of Leading Hose, not in-

cluding the hose belonging to the small engine.
One Hose Carriage foreach engine, and one expressly,for the hydrant service.
One
Hook and Ladder Carriage noe new, with eh
ae ri and Ph
nae Png

wants.

sci

=

Serious difficulties have heretofore arisen on account of the difference’in thel'sizelof
the hose, and the firemen have)in) consequence foundit, impossible
at all,times to make
connections promptly, thus seriously retarding operations at a fire.. This, difficulty no
longer exists ; new perfect fitting Couplings having been put on—the past year—to. all
the hose. belonging to the two large engines, and hydrant.
We now have a uniform
coupling for the whole line of nearly 1500 feet of leading hose. a actold couplings—tak °

off—have not’ been disposed of.

(ATOR

Diy

FOOME

We have six’ capacious Reservoirs, located as follows: ‘One on Broad. St, near G.N.
Farwell’s, one-at the junction of Middle and Summer Sts., near Edwin Ainsworth’s, one

on Pleasant St., near the i

beg

Meeting House, one on Sullivan St, near P. C,

Freeman’s, one on the Terraée, and one /on Dexter Hill,Hear Reuben Shepherdson’s.
These Reservoirs are thoroughly constructed, most of them 1nearly full of water, and are

allin good og? except the one on Sullivan ©‘St, (which pr
last fire.

Ha

Higiones

Ts

[Iss a ae

o.3

2
tt

damaged at the

anh

a aa

tog fred

Two fires have oceurred during the year.
The Department, promptly, reported itself
on the ground in both cases; and pithough, in the first instance, adverse eireumstane
partly by reason before stated, iin ‘making counections—the a coping bring
atthal
time in use,—controlled to some extent events and consequent re
A abo plas
action
of the firemen, although not successful in saving the main building entire, prevented
no-doubt.a large sontaegvatioy:

In the second instance, the fire had made considerable, progress before an alarm | was
given, yet by the energetic action ot Nos. 3 and 4 it was ioe. soon extinguished. At
both fires No.1’ Engine—“Gndependent ‘company”rendéred valuable aid. ‘The saleof
whatever interest the town may have in the engine and otherproperty:connected with the
same on the north side of the,river and the, prongect appliedto the panehiasiofmae relia
and buckets. for use ofNo. A, is recommended.
|.
‘fle tow .»,ailiee? “ect iow
By vote of the town the Chief Engineer was,“empowered to appoint twelve.

constitute a Hook and Ladder Company, each manto receive two dollars per sitet eri
services. Considerable effort was made to form,such a, eRe SATbut without success.
_ The expenses of the Department, the past year are as, folNpyraé Cyt ut
new Couplings and fitting, $131,67; repairs on Engines, Hi
ose, an
a0,$81
Biicllets for No. 1,$11, 00; indilentaPex behead &e., $23,ra Hei
od yaa

is to be added the amount that will be due 4 Firemen Apr
Whole expenses, for the year, $516,88) (''() ) .) JF

ORBAN = wih

[have the assu rance of the Foremenjof. ‘Companies attached to Engines Nos. 3 and 4,

y order.
and appur
machines,
that
My 7 REO?)e in agoP lete
Hydrant.
to the
regardtheir

The same is true in

A glance at the capabilities of the Department will, I think, satisfy one that it can be
fully relied upon in any emergency.

Respectfully submitied,

M. R. EMERSON,
CLAREMONT, March 9th, 1863.

~

Chief Engineer.

REPORT

.

School Committee of the Town of Claremont,
FOR
P

4

THE

_ “EDUCATE

YEAR
THE

1863.

PEOPLE.”?

To the Voters of Claremont :
GENTLEMEN :—In accordance with a Statute of the State, jt becomes my duty to make
a detailed report of the schools in my supervision, with such suggestions and general remarks as may seem appropriate.
I therefore ask to submit the following Report:
On entering upon the duties of Superintendent, nothing could give greater satisfaction
aa to know every citizen rightly understood the importance of a thorough and practical
education.
Many of us can remember the time when it was thought that reading and writing for
girls, and reading, writing and cyphering for boys, was all the education really essential
lo the great mass of our people. It was not thought that the legitimate work of our
Public Schools Te be the development of the bodies and minds of our children. We
tejoice that such views are in the past, and that to-day the real object of our schools is
the development of the body in its beauty and symmetrical proportions, and the mind in
its strength and purity of moral and intellectual excellence.
Children are born weak, undeveloped in body or mind, to be cultivated and fitted for
positions of usefulness in the world. And much ofthis work in a Republic like ours is to
be accomplished through our Common School System of Instruction.
What, then, ought to be the system of our schools?
This, above everything else, is the
question [ design to impress in the present report.. For this purpose I have taken the
liberty of digressing somewhat from the usual method of giving a detailed account of
every school.
I trust it needs no argument to convince you that our schools are not what they ought
to be. But where lies the difficulty? I am unwilling to allow it is with our teachers, our
Prudential Committees, or the earnest desire of the parents and friends for the highest
good of the children.
Neither is it ina niggardly disposition to withhold money on the
part of our citizens, for the purpose of educational purposes.
I can assure you, by years of practical experience, the difficulty lies in the want of a
better practical system of public instruction. ‘“* Never,” said one of our distinguished statesmen a few years since, ‘‘ never was a reformation more imperatively demanded by every interest and by every duty than in our Common Schools.
How many times have I realized
this truth the past year as J have witnessed the inefficiency of our school system. ‘ Our
Common Schools are as yet only the rudiments of an institution destined to mold anew
the character, to create anew the fortunes of the nations.,
He who measures their influ-

ence, starts back

in astonishment

at the magnitude of the results already realized,

He

who considers what their influence ought to be, is no less astonished at the waste of our

means, and the neglect of our resources. . I hesitate not to declare my undoubted conviction that throughout New England we do not reap one tenth part of the harvest of benefits
which our schools are capable of yielding us. I know, and I pledge my reputation upon
it, that a boy twelve years old, and of average capacity, can be taught more of useful
knowledge, better business habits, and better intellectual and moral habits, in two years
than our children ordinarily acquire between the ages of four and sixteen.
What a
fearful treasure of talent wasted, time misspent, a people’s best energies dormant, and
none to awaken them,”*
Now if such is the condition of things in our educational]
interests, and I am sure it is, then why not apply to them the same progressive elements
as in other and lesser important matters? Is the culture and development of the human
soul of less consequence than the improvement of a railroad ora highway?
If we are
willing to use the utmost exertions in systematizing methods for ‘the accomplishment of
worldly objects, how much more ought we to labor to systematize that which will influence in the coming cycles of the future.
It is on such grounds we appeal to you, citizens of Claremont, for-a better system of
public education, The time demands it. We had better deny ourselves of any other
want, and suffer in any other department, than in this which denies the next generation

the highest advantages of cultivated minds throughout the mass of the people.
Our republican institutions can be maintained and perpetuated onlyas the mass of our people are

Brenrned,
epublics.

Ignorance is the foundation of

Despotisms, but education of Democratic

* Hon. Robert Rantoul, jr.
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The wisdom of our Common School Education can be questioned by none who are loyal
to the principles of our government.
;
ee
It is that for which all are willing to bestow money in purchasing land, erecting houses
and securing the services of the best teachers.
It has been said, “a statue is hidden in every block of marble,” though it needs the
chisel of the artist to bring itiout and present it to. view. So may we say there is a germ
in every mind, for a true Man or woman, though needing a rigid system of mental and
moral culture to develop it to the world.
Our present system is not one that works in harmony, for it has divisions and sub-didisions which work not well together. The fact that the appointing and qualifying powers
of teachers

is vested in two distinet classes of men

is a vast detriment to the highest

good of our schools. Neither can act independent of the other, and yet they try to, though
not generally in a bad spirit. Neither can we hold the one accountable for the errors of
the other. All schools, at least in a village like ours containing a thousand scholars,
should be under the supervision of one power, having the authority to appoint and qualify .
its teachers and regulate its scholars.
But instead of this we are divided and sub-divided into nearly half a score of little
republics, each independent of the other, with little or no interest in each other, as to the
common good of all. Thus we are to-day acting on the principle of independent States,
not that of a Federal Republic ; and I seriously question whether

it would not be better

to secede from ourselves, and become united with others. In a town like this we believe tliere
should be some system by which some competent person should be placed in charge of
all the schools, having power to select his teachers, to qualify them, and arrange them as
he pleases, change them when he sees the good of any school requires, see to all the
houses, repairs, their apparatus, &c., &c., &c., that he should either directly or througha .
Board of Education the town may see fit to select, be responsible to the town for the schools
in every respect.
We should expect no

4
system perfect or free from all friction, and yet it should be the

object of the true artizan, to apply that machine which has the greatest power with the

least friction.
But occasionally we nmreet with those who do not believe our'school system can be improved. And sometimes it is said our schools are notas good now as when our grandfathers learned with their slates and pencils; though they might have had a psalm-book,
seventy-five years ago. That there was often a greater desire to learn then than now.
I
do not believe it is true, for we have had true and faithful seekers after knowledge im
age, and we have them now

here in Claremont.

_ Our schools have improved. our system has improved, our methods of instruction have
improved.
Our teachers have improved, and they want only the a
sspe of parents
and friends of education, in order to become more earnest in their profession, and bestow
thereby greater good upon the rising generations.
I ask, shall they not have it?
Tt is our duty to watch our shools with care, observe every neéd, remove evety impediment, and render them that support so essential to their usefulness, that we may leave

them in the hands our 'sticcessors better, and more prosperous, than they were committed
to our care.
'
There is no greater channel in which to do good or evil than that presented in our sy
tem of general and universal education.
Whatever method is adopted, should, for
the
time at least, be accepted m good feeling, with kindly wishes and the cordial co-operation of
all concerned.
hath
The poor widow upon whom depends the education of her children, may do more to
the community by visiting the school and throwing the euthusiasm
of her soul into the
efforts that the teacherand scholars are making, than the richest man who fs Ste grade
ingly his tax, and denounces every want essenial to the further progress of the schoo
Itis too common that those who pass judgment upon our schools—-whe deplore 'the efforts
of others—disclaim against teachers, denounce committees, are persons who never or
omen enter the school room, or if so, have ‘no words of encouragement to teachers of
upils.
: Bat our schools are progressing, and a person might as well say the rail caris ‘fo better
method of public conveyance than'the ancient mail-wagon, as to declaré our sthools are no
better than those of our fathers. As news is conveyed quicker by telegraph than formerly
by the courier or horseback, so do our better experienced teachers, under our improved
systems, convey quicker‘a ‘greater amount of knowledge.
Let us see to it that we ‘deprive not ourselves of these advantages.
A
bbicd
It is not more money ‘that We want, but a system by which it may be more judiciously
expended.
There is money enough paid annually by the peopleof Claremont, to give us
the best system of schools in New England, and open them to every child in town.
Bue

I will now endeavor to point out some of our more special needs, and which a better

system would give us.

'

PRIMARY

SCHOOLS.

EN

ra

0 Bi

These are the beginningof all our schools and should claim our first and highest atten-

tion. If we have'a system that fails in these it will faileverywhere. These schools require the most experienced teachers, and inexperienced ones should never be allowed to
eniter'them wnhder any considerations. In these schools the child receives its first and
most Jasting impressions. This is amatter not considered as it ought to be fori
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térest of the rising generation:

How many are passing through

life constantly suffering

because of the false stories and fictitious exaggerations made upon
Sth and almost before any one was aware thé mind was conscious
How 24 Alngi then that the first school impressions of the child be
best teachers. At this time the child is not to learn so’ much by books

their minds while
of what was said.

formed

under the

and study as from

the lips id character of the living teacher. The teacher is nearly the child’s only book of
study and its only reference. How natural does it appeal to the teacher as its only au-

thority. This is the most important topie I shall bring before you, yet I cannot dwell upon
it as it deserves, but I entreat you to remember the thought of the poet in the simple lines,
“A pebble in the streamlét scant
.
Has turned the course of many a tiver,—

A dewdrop on the infant plant
bye
Has warped the giant oak forever.”

HIGH

SCHOOLS.

A great deficiency is felt in our system, in the wantof a High School. It would make the
lower schools vastly more thorough and thus bring them upon a better grade. It would save
the necessity of sending out of town, at great expense, to fit for college, or receive a better
education for the practical purposes of life.

It is sad to contemplate the fact, that in an

an age like ours,we have a town of about twelve hundred children, and a pecuniary valuation of over $2,009,000,00 and yet no school of a high order, in which they may fit themselves for the higher fields of labor.
A High School established on true and permanent
principles, is vastly superior to select schools and academies. These Jatter are detrimental
to our public schools, and give not the thoroughness and discipiine we need in mental training. Says Mr.Colby of St.Johnsbury,who stanis at the head of one of the first academies in
New England, and knows well their influence, they ‘‘ are not in harmony and effective cooperation with our other educational institutions, éither those above or below them.”
We believe that thisis a fact of too great moment to remain unconsidered, and we hope
the time is not far distant when money expended, in such schools, shall be united in the
taxof our public schools, and spent, under a more judicious, system than now exists
@mong us. <As the prosperity and permanency ofa Republic like ours, depends on the
general intelligence of the masses, of both sexes, it becomes absolutely essential that our
good schools should become public, and open to all, whether.rich or poor. .And in .proportion as they become rightly encouraged and supported will they prove lasting blessa SFto all parties, yielding the most permanent benefits for the investments made in their
behalf. I would urge, therefore, that some plan be sought out. by which you may. sea.
among you a well established High School.
;

yt

atau

STUDIES.

4

Another important consideration is the studies to be taught and the method

they are pursued.

by which

They can be regulated, however, only by a thorough system of in-

struction. One of the first and most erroneous evils in this diréction, is our continual
ghifting of text books by every book agent who may please to call and make an exchange
of oe Bi A class of text books should be carefully selected and then rigidly adhered to
for at least five years.
im
—
nila

me entertain ideas that their children are not learning much unless they are attending
to the higher branches. In one or two instances this has been given as the reason on the patt of
the teacher whya more satisfactory examination had not been given 10 obtain the certificate. And this was given as though it were a sufficient excuse forthe loss to our children
ofincompetent teachers. But such a course tends to diminish the absolute importance of
the elementary branches which are the real basis of ‘all knowledge.
__A
practical education depends not so much on what one studies as how he stwdies it.
Oar scholars manifest too little practical knowledge of the studies they learn, for though

they often learn ‘a great deal they know but little.

@re

‘The Hon. Edward Everett once said,in speaking
of the elements of education, “ These

the tools.

Youcan do much with them, bit you are helpless without them.

They are

‘the foundation, and unless you begin with these, all your flashy attainments, a little natural
philosophy, a little mental philosophy, a little physiology, and ‘a little geology, and all

the other ologies and osophies, are ostentatious rubbish.”

Our children are often hurried

shrough their books with but a little knowledge of what they contain.

They may

learn

the table for square measure, and yet be destitute of its practical application. In too many
éases they ate like the yoting lady whom f asked to apply the pririciple to the measurement

of aloadof wood, who replied, ‘‘ it.has never been my sphere to measure wood, sir.” It is
because of this that Our college stgdents are frequently our poorest teachers.
Let practttal, living teachers be the ones selectéd for your schools, and sustained at whatever cost.
A six weeks term tfder a thorough practical teacher, is Worth mote than one of twelve
or twenty under one one of the Opposite character.
Tn Gonneéction with studies I must not fail'to call your attention to

|

REGULAR ATTENDANCE.

This is one of the main reasons ofthe inefficiency ofour schools, There is certainly no
@atise under which they are suffering more. Itnot only throws away a large percentage
Of the money raised,*
but detracts from the improvement of those present. Yesterday

“* See Table.

Some Districts have 16st '$50,00 out’of ‘every $100,00 raised.
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John was

teacher

absent fifteen minutes, 4 very brief time of course, butit was just the time the

was denionstrating some intricate principle in arithmetic, or algebra, or illustrat-

ing some theory of philosophy, or explaining some geographical question seldom understood. Now ifJohn must have the benefit of the explanation to-day every scholar in school

must in consequence lose just that. amount of time which the teacher uses, and this must
be done, or Join loses the principle on which depends his knowledge of what remains to
be studied
In every study. much depends in one recitation on a thorough understanding of the preceding one. This compels the absent. child to labor under difficulties not
easily overcome.
He goes to his recitation disheartened,—the teacher perhaps feels discouraged, the lesson is not well recited, not faithfully explained ; and the result is likely
to follow that John does not like his books, hates his teacher, and to-morrow we find him
skating all day. Ina few days he becomes tired of this manner of spending his time,
and his parents persuade him to attend school, though the teacher 1s not what they desire, yet
they think he may learn something that will benefit him in after-time.
With these persuasions he again enters school, but the class has made considerable progress, and he becomes more discouraged than before, He has less interest in the teacher,
thinks he is more cross, far less social and does not treat him as well as when he left. © In

nine cases out of ten of this character I will venture to say the whole trouble is with John,
and not a particle with the teacher. There are too many cases of this kind in this town.
I could mention several cases in a single school, and that too not far from this Hall.
Teachers are thus blamed, committees are blamed, but we have one answer, ‘‘ not
guilty.’ We deny that teachers and committees are generally in fault for the lack of interest on the part of parents and friends in our schools.
See that your children are constant in their attendance, attend faithfully to the explanations of their teachers, have their
recitations well committed, and each exercise would be pleasant and the school a source
of profit and delight to every scholar.

. TEACHERS.

The success of our schools depends so much
teachers that great care should be exercised

upon

the character and ability of the

in their selection.
To remove an
incompetent teacher is an unpleasant duty,—but to remove one of good moral and literary quaiification, though he lack the tact for a successful teacher, is far more unpleas»
ant.

And here is the very point where our appointing and qualifying committees act not

together. It has become a custom that.a teacher engages a school before being examined, when it ought to be the reverse if the two powers are to be invested in twopersons.
Let this matter be changed and a far less number of incompetent teachers will apply for

schools.
There is no avocation of more importance.
The ministerial does not surpass it.
The teacher is making impressions on young and tender minds never to be effaced.—
And yet we require less practical training for this responsible position than any other.
The Minister must go through his three years course inthe Theological School, the Doctor his three or four at the Medical College—the Lawyer must go through a long routine
of office experience—tiie Mechanic must serve his time at the bench before he can be

trusted to build a house, or construct a machine ; and so we may go through with every
department of earthly professions, and the teachers, the most important of all, is the only
one where no practice and no training is deemed essential to entering upon its duties. —
How wrong thus to attemptto play with inexperienced hands, upon that “ harp of a
thousand strings,” so delicately fashioned by omnipotent wisdom.
And yet nota single
Normal School in our State! I do not wonder our schools are no better.

EXAMINATION

OF TEACHERS.

This is a matter that has not received the attention it deserves. You should demand
that your teachers be thoroughly examined, and that too before the public. I find a few
words in the April number of our State Journal of Education which are direct to the
point. The writer says, “ Our doctrine is that all candidates should be examined in a
public manner.
This is quite customary in other professions. Why should the teacher
of a public school be an exception?
‘The teacher who is too nervous, too sensitive, too
timid, too ignorant, or 100 anything, to submit to a public examination, is not fit to attempt
lo manage a public school 10 which the public may have daily access.

MORALS.
There is no topic touching our schools which demands your attention more than the
moral obligations.
Our state and nation recognize this as paramount to all other
considerations.
The statutes of our State enjoin,—“ It shall be the duty of all persons entrusted with or

engaged in the instruction of the young, diligently to impress upon their minds the principles of piety and justice, a sacred regard to truth, love of country, humanity and benevolence ; sobriety, industry and frugality ; chastity, moderation and temperance; and all
other virtues which are the ornament and support of human society, and to endeavor to
lead them into a particular understanding of the tendency of all such virtues to preserve
and perfect a republican form of government, to secure the blessings of liberty and to promote their future happiness, and the tendency of the opposite vices to degradation, ruin
and slavery.’ Thus we see it was the first object of the farmers of our constitutional rights,
to place our schools upon such a moral basis,as the primal necessity of all social existence
depends. And upon a rigid compliance of this statute depend the true elevation of the
o
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individual and the State. It is certainly as much binding on the teacher to teach, daily,
good morals, as itistoteach mathematics or geography or grammar.
Yet
lhave known
parents who consider this but a secondary matter. Our registers show too generally this is
the light in which the teachers also view it, forthe column generaliy left blank is that of

the Deportment.
Every parent and teacher should feel that the standing oftheir school depends more upon the moral department’ than the mere literary attainment.
Slanders,
profaneness, lying, deception, vulgarity, and all other vices should receive the strictest
attention and the severest penalties.

agp

General

Remarks.

There are many topics pertaining to the interests of our schools, I have not been able
to mention, and have hardly done justice to those Ishave already named.
There is no
subject to which you are called to act to-day, which demands so much thought and deliberate action, as this concerning the culture and development of the children of this town.
The future elevation’ or degradation of the town you to-day represent, will be in some
tespects influenced by the action you take in relation to your schools.
My remarks thus far have been on general subjects rather than personal, that I might
awaken a deeper interest in the subject of universal education, and suggest the absolute
necessity ofa better system of regulated public schools.
The number of different teachers employed some portion of the year is forty-one, five
of whom taught in No. 17, and of course not under the town committee. I feel it my duty,
officially,tostate, that in my opinion, No. 17, by securing to itself the rights of the Somersworth Act, has not only been induced to build the best houses, but has secured the best
system, the best course of instruction, and obtained the best practical results. Jtisa
great oversight that all the districts in the village and immediate vicinity, are not inclnded under this Act, or one whereby we might gain greater good. No time should be lost
in looking into this matter and adopting the best system.

Another matter of importance is the division of money among the several districts.— ~«
There is no justice in bestowing money upon village schools to be thrown away, while
those out of the village are deprived of what they would’properly expend. I find-one of
the richest districts in the village in one of its schools the past season has thrown away,
on absence, thirty per cent., or thirty dollars, out of every hundred it has received; while
one of the extreme districts of the town hus spentin absence but twelve per cent. But
this is not all, the former has received money on scholars who have not attended at a/l,
ee to as great amount as the latter on-all the scholars in the district. We do not
esitate to say this is wrong and should be corrected.
We believethe money, after a certain sum set to each district, should be divided according to the per cent. of attendance
in each district, and not according to the number of scholars.
This would stimulate
each school to obtain the highest per cent. of attendance.
Ihave visited the’ several schools as often as necessity required and circumstances
would allow.
I think, so far as my knowledge extends, our teachers have met with the
usual success.

Several of them have been young, and with but-little experience, in their

avocation. I do not propose tu speak of the different schools and teachers separately.—
I shall mention but a few. The summer term in the intermediate school in No.1}, was a
failure. It wasthe opinion'of your committee that the teacher undertook to accomplish
too much without first securing the proper order. °
xo
:
The winter termin No. 14, was commenced by a male teacher who was obliged to
leave at the end of two weeks, on account of ill health. ‘The school was thus broken up
for two or three weeks, when Miss Mary J. Sanborn was engaged and the school has
been continued with success.
The Agent in No. 2, secured the services, for the winter term, of one of our very best of
young men, in his moral and literary qualification, and yet I am sorry to say he was not
even allowed to commence his schoo] with the prospect of success.
It really appeared
that there were some in the district who were determined. to break up the school and
have the teacher tured out at all hazards.

Yourcommittee

saw no good reason for re-

moving the teacher, and the school was kept out, and atevery visit of the committee it
appeared as well as any schoolin town.
A few seceded, but the rebellion subsided, and
the teacher manifested a zeal and energy worthy a more cordial acceptance on the part
of all. We are glad to feel he had the warm and cordial sympathy of far the larger portion of the district.
iis
The most essential requisite wanting was the spirit of co-operation on the part of all
at the commencement.
Were I to’ speak of the excellencies of our schools, I should find much. to commend
in our teachers, parents and

scholars, in all our districts.

I know several of your schools

have enjoyed the advantages of superior teachers. Justice would seem to demand that I
point them out, and bestow the credit they so justly deserve.
I should trust however to
your good judgment, to bestow credit to whom credit is due. Some of them you cannot
afford to lose, and I trust you will early secure their services for the coming terms.
In the Grammar Departmen! in No. 1, exercises in Calisthenics and Gymnastics have
been introduced the past year to the great interest, and I believe profit to the school.

For the introduction of these exercises much credit is due to Mr. Smart, the active and

energetic teacher of the school.

Inthe course of the fall term we had an

these exercises in Perry’s Hall, much
a

exhibition of

to the pleasure of hundreds who attended.

We
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can

but hope these exercises will

be

‘continued, not only in this but in other schaols

throughout the town. Rightly managed, we have no fears that it will detract from st dy,
i rather that it will tend to greater advancement in all branches than would otherwise
e atlained.

Ihave but one remark further, and that pertains to the important office to which you
elected me one year ago. In my opinion there is no office in the giftof the town so imz,
portant, and upon which such issues depend, as upon him who has the care of your

schools, and through them the influence, to no small degree, of the minds of your children.
This is my first and jast teportas your committee.. This is not as it should be, for the

office is of such a nature as requires to be filled several years by the same person, in
order to reap the greatest profit.
In your selection, therefore, of my successor, the first object should be to.ascertain his
literary and moral qualification, and second to ascertain
tain for a series of years.

whether

he is one yeu may re-

Hoping you will duly consider the various topics commended to your. consideration, T
return my sincere thanks for the respect you have shown me, aed though hereafter I may
not laborin this direction, be assured you will ever have

my best wishes, and all. the in-

fluence I can bestow for the highest good of the schools of Claremont.
Keep constantly
in mind the fact that if you would elevate the Common Schools, you must, Independent
of all other considerations, act.in'a yigorous and harmonious manner in susiaining abese
valuable institutions.
Respectfully submitied,

CARLOS

MARSTON,

|
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Superintending School Committee of basis

Of the Superintending School Committee of District No. 17.
In accordance with a well-established custom, and a requirement of law, the Super

intending School Committee of District No. 17 submits to the town the following

Re-

port of the Schools in said district for the year ending March, 1863,:
In presenting our Annual Report we feel justified in saying, that the schools the
past year have been as prosperous as heretofore,
and their internal condition has been
Steadily improving. ’
Of the teachers and pupils, and the work of instruction, we can generally, report
favorably and in some instances with high commendation.

We have had no unpleasant disturbances

or bickerings to report, and in the schools

where such things have been somewhat’ common in former years, the improvement
has been remarkable.
It gives us great pleasure to notice the good order, wholesome discipline, and cheerful obedience to rules, which have generally prevailed, and also the kindly relations
that have existed between teachers and scholars.
We have had three terms of school, consisting. of thirty-two weeks: ‘The Summer
term commenced May Sth, and continued ten weeks. ‘Lhe number of scholars attending two weeks or more, was one hundred and fifty-five, and the average attendance
one hundred and ‘thirty-one.
A Fall 1erm of ten weeks commenced August 18th. Whole number of scholars one

hundred and fifty-three, with an average attendance of one hundred and twenty five.
‘The

Winter term:

commenced

Dec. 2d.and continued

twelve

weeks.

Number of

scholars attending, one hundred and tifiy-two, and.an average attendance of one hun+
dred and thirty.
We would here notice one feature in our schools which we regard a decided improvement ‘upon the customs of former years.
We refer to the permanency of teachers.
Of the five different teachers employ ed during the past year, four were engaged in the

same schools the previous year.

stamp can profit a class of schclars
learned the habits and dispositions
purpose and produce much greater
As we had occasion to report in
shall offer but few remarks upon

present time.

It isa fact obvioas

PRIMARY
‘The Primary Schoolupos the Ferrace

Miss Mary E. Dimond,

to all thata teacher.of the right

much more .a.second term than the first. .For, haying
of scholars; they can direct their efforts to a better
results.
ia
respect to the schools in this district last year, we
the standing and character of each school at the

ory il

SCHOOLS.

|

saan

has been under the care and instructionbof

who taught the same last years and we can’ bear Seat MONy ssas

@
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Ay

in years past, to the excellent order, the thorough instruction, and marked proficiency of the
pupils which characterize this school.
The Primary School on Pearl
discipline and tuition of Miss
ears, to the general satisfaction
eing well trained and prepared

és

THE

Street has appeared to be pleasant and happy, under the
Annie E. Bliss, who has conducted it for the last two
ofthe district. Under her management the children are
for the school next above in grade.

INTERMEDIATE

SCHOOL.

This school comprises pupils of much variety in character and temperament, and requires on the part of the teacher a good share of disciplinary talent to govern it aright.—
Miss Ellen Cooper, of Croydon, who taught this school the first two terms of last year,
has had the charge of this department this year. By her earnest and persevering efforts
a decided improvement has been made in the order of the school, and a good degree of
progress in the studies pursued.
*

GRAMMAR

SCHOOLS.

-The Summer and Fall terms ofthis school were taught ‘by Miss Mary A. Vaughn, of
Taftsville, Vt. Miss Vaughn has been connected with this and the Intermediate School
in the district for nearly three years.
She secured the affection and confidence of her
pupils, and has the happy faculty of inspiring them with a lively interest in the exercises
of the school room.
The gentleman engaged to take charge of this department during the winter, havin
suddenly deceased, at the earnest solicitation of the Prudential Committee we consente
to instruct this school duriug the winter; and we can say, with reference tu the school,
that in point of ability it is second to none in this town, and we think not to any in the
County.
It has not been our object to introduce things cf a merely speculative character
but such points as would be useful and practical. And we have endeavored to lead
our scholars to make direct application of the knowledge they acquired, so that they may
be able to put it to real service in the actual business of life. Judging from the examinations of the several departments, we believe this point has been kept prominently in

mind by all the teachers employed during the year.

General

Remarks.

At the commencement of the Summer term we found it difficult to classify the scholars

in the Intermediate and Primary schools as we desired, from the fact that if we promoted
the first classes in the primary to the intermediate department it would make that very
large and would, leave the primary sehools quite small; we therefore retained these

s

classes in the primary department and allowed. them to take the same studies they would
have taken had they been promoted.
The scholars in the grammar and intermediate departments have given considerable
attention to Map Drawing, and some of them have shown much skill in the accuracy
and execution of their maps.
All the schools have practiced singing to some extent, and it has given a very pleasing
variety to their exercises.
e
A good degree of interest has been manifested by some of the parents and citizens of
the district, which has been shown by the frequent visits made by them to the schools,
and their efforts to have their children constant and prompt in their attendance. If all
would exert themselves as some have done in 1espeet to this matter we should soon be
Sree from the two greatest evils {tardiness and absence), eonnected with our present
system. In all our experience in teaching we have never before received so much aid from

a Prudential Committee as during the past year... We think the District were very fortunate in selecting Mr. Arnold Briggs to fill this important office. He has visited each
school nearly once per week while in session, and the influence has been favorable both
upon teachers and scholars.
If such committees could be secured in all our districts,it would do much to enhance
the interests of the schools,
District No. 17 has done much withir the few years past to improve the condition and
character of her schools; but an additional appropriation of a few dollars is very much
needed for the purchase of Globes, Dictionaries and some additional Maps and Charts for
the several school rooms.
‘The Grammar Schoo] room is furnished with an excellent
set of Outline Maps and Holbrook’s Cubical Blocks.
The other school rooms in the district are almost entirely destitute of apparatus... We
believe that a small appropriation for this purpose would
be a good investment, and we
hope that at the next annual meeting the district will act upon this matter.
1 the conclusion of this Report we desire to express our acknowiedgments for the
co-operation we,have experienced fiom the teachers of the several schools, and from the
Prudeutial Committee, in the supervision and management of the department committed
to our trust; and, for the future, to commend the important interests of our schools to the
continued favor and support of our fellow citizens.
All which is respectfully submitted.
CHARLES
C. CHURCH,
Superintending Committee in District No. 17.
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